
ARBITRAGE 
FACT SHEET

Welcome to the world of cryptocurrency arbitrage. 

ELA Asset Management, an authorized financial services provider and authorized forex dealer 
along with various prime brokers make currency arbitrage easily accessible to ordinary 
investors and remove as many risks out of trading as possible. 

Arbitrage is the profiting of price differences of the same asset in different markets. 
Investors in countries with exchange controls – like South Africa can expect to pay more for 
internationally traded assets due to the restricted supply of hard currencies like the US Dollar. 
This is how arbitrage opportunities arise. 

For example, Bitcoin and other currencies sell for a premium of 2% to 4% in South Africa 
compared to overseas ones. 

Arbitrage gaps like these are exceptional and often temporary, but there are persistent price 
differences between countries and local exchanges. 

Utilizing ELA’s foreign exchange desk and a recognized trading platform (e.g. Ovex, Valr, Luno) 
investors can take advantage of these price differences by purchasing a cryptocurrency stable 
coin (TUSD) at international rates and immediately selling it on the exchange where the local 
price is higher. 

ELA Asset Management manages all of this for you, and as a trusted and licensed broker 
it facilitates the purchase of US dollars to be shipped abroad to purchase the asset and sells 
it at a premium – estimated at between 2% and 4% before fees. 
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HOW ?

CAPITAL MOVEMENT

Tax compliant South Africans can use their R11 million a year offshore allowances 
(R1 million discretionary allowance and R10 million a year foreign investment allowance). 

Utilizing ELA’s services an individual can open a forex account in their name and with starting 
capital of R100 000, ELA can process these transactions in a seamless and risk-free manner.

Visit https://elafsp.com/arbitrage-services-default/ to sign up now 



*Returns presented are net of all fees and costs and are presented using historical trade data.
*Returns can increase if larger capital bases are utilised.
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ELA handles all the logistics of arbitrage for its clients and goes a few steps further to remove 
some of the risks that might wipe out any profits. 

For example: 
Should the cryptocurrency price fall while en-route from an overseas exchange to SA, your 
profit can disappear and go negative. 

ELA and the premium exchange counter eliminate this risk by using their financial resources 
to lock in arbitrage profits the moment the client instructs to proceed with the arbitrage trade, 
this means there is no possibility of slippage due to time delays. 

Funds are settled in ‘TUSD’ rather than other currencies for arbitrage purposes because it 
allows for a completely risk-free trade. 

When the client buys US Dollars using ELA’s dealing desk to send overseas they can – at the 
same time, sell TUSD for a profit via the exchange over-the-counter desk, which will extend 
the client a credit time, therefore, making it a risk-free trade. 

Investment time Horizon: 6 weeks up to 1 year depending on the client’s capital base. 
Fixed fees include foreign exchange SWIFT fees and transaction costs.  

For more information 

Visit our website www.elafsp.com to find out more or get in touch 
with one of our dedicated advisors at +27 11 243 2019.  

ELA Asset Management is an authorised financial services provider (FSP 49010) and authorised foreign exchange dealer.  

DISCLOSURE


